
AnVision - BIOGRAPHY 

Polish act Anvision shape their sound around Progressive Rock and Prog-Metal, expressing 

heavy guitar riffs amongst delicate melodies. With 3 albums under their belt, numerous tour 

dates  including tour with Tarja Turunen throughout Europe in 2017,  and an overwhelming 

amount of rave reviews, Anvision continue to power through Poland, Europe and beyond… 

Read on to delve into the history and achievements of Anvision… 

 

Anvision is the one of the top polish melodic prog metal bands founded in 2007 by guitarist 

Greg Ziolek, drummer Marcin “Larz” Duchnik and the first vocalist Marcin Gadek. The first 

band line up was completed by keyboardist Andrzej Niewiedomski and bassist Artur Serwin. 

 

In 2010 they released the first EP titled “Eyes Wide Shut” and placed one song “ Why 

Shouldn’t I Get To Heaven” on compilation album “Downtown Metal vol. 8” which has been 

released in USA, Canada and Mexico. 

 

In 2011 new musicians joined the band. Vocalist Marek “MarQus” Ostrowski and 

Keyboardist Lukas Piwowonski. 

 

In 2012 AnVision released their first long – play album titled “AstralPhase”. The album has 

been noticed and appreciated by critics and fans alike, and is recieving excellent reviews from 

around the world. 

 

In 2013 Anvision changed the line up again. Bassist Karol “Karaluz” Wadowski and 

Keyboardist Waldemar “Valdi” Rozanski” joined the band. 

In 2015 AnVision played on Prog The Castle Festival in Heidelberg (Germany) 

 

The second AnVision's album, titled "New World" was released on Friday May 13 2016. 

For two songs from this album, "I'm Gone Away" and "Around The Corner" were made video 

clips. 

In 2017 AnVision has played a tour supporting Tarja Turunen in Hungary, Romania, 

Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey 

The same year AnVision played on Maximum Rock Festival in Bucharest (Romania) 

Third album titled "Love And Hate" was released April 25 2020. and for the song "Homeless 

Heart" which is coming from this album, the video clip has been released. 

Current AnVision Line-up: 

Marek "MarQus" Ostrowski - vocal 

Grzegorz "Greg" Ziółek - guitar 

Marcin " Larz" Duchnik - drums 

Waldemar "valdi" Różański - keyboards 

Karol "Karaluz" Wadowski - bas 


